Capacity Services is a hosting facility provided by the Defense Information Systems Agency (DISA) and offers Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IAAS) to applications within the Solution Delivery Division.

Capacity Services provides a virtual computing platform that supports business requirements, eases operational challenges, and achieves the most optimal efficiencies possible. It provides the following environments for each application:
- Development
- Development-Test
- Production-Test/Disaster Recovery (DR)
- DR alternate-site environment
- Demo-Training

**Background:**
SDD streamlined data centers and infrastructure by establishing a virtual computing platform, which is not only managed by DISA but also utilizes its hardware and software. The Technology Support Branch serves as the mission partner on behalf of SDD. They establish and maintain the relevant accounts for any and all technical requirements required to host SDD Automated Information Systems within the DISA Enterprise computing Centers.

**Key Features**
- Physical servers and virtual infrastructure
- Storage & Backup
- Networking
- Infrastructure failover support

**Key Benefits**
- Offers system installation and maintenance
- Provides vulnerability patching
- Supports network, system, and application level security prevention and monitoring
- Provides 24/7 support

Capacity Services is managed by the Solution Delivery Division Technology Support Branch.